109 Sitting in parked vehicle after arriving at school and returning to vehicle during the school day without permission

110 Minor physical conflicts (e.g. pushing, shoving) which stops when directed to do so (it should be understood that the principal or his designee shall investigate all fights and make appropriate decisions concerning the roles of each participant.)

111 Failure to follow specific instruction, disobedience

112 General use of profane or obscene language

113 Unauthorized Operation - unauthorized operation of a computer program by trial and error or unauthorized use of a school computer where damage to school property, hardware, software or records does no occur

114 Unauthorized Searching - searching or browsing without authority on a computer any information contained or available through use of the computer

119 Any other violation which in the discretion of the principal may deem reasonable to fall within this category after consideration of extenuating circumstances.

CONSEQUENCES FOR CLASS I OFFENSES

First Offense: In-School conference and parental contact when warranted. Circumstances may warrant disciplinary actions as outlined under subsequent offenses.

Subsequent Offenses: In-School disciplinary action such as detention, corporal punishment, In-School Suspension, or extended school (Saturday, Evening, Before and After school detention.)

Repeated Offenses may result in disciplinary action as specified under Consequences for Class II Violations

CLASS II OFFENSES

201 Defiance of school board employee’s authority - any verbal or non-verbal overt refusal to comply with a reasonable directive or order of a school board employee

202 Possession and/or use of tobacco products, lighters, matches, etc. - possession on the person, in the locker, or in the effects of a student

203 Use of obscene behavior (verbal, written, gesture) toward another person

204 Intimidation of students - the intentional, unlawful threat by verbal, written, or physical communication to do violence to another student

205 Refusal to give name or intentionally giving false information to authorized person

206 Pocket pagers - carrying of a pocket pager or electronic device used as a communication tool

207 Written or verbal proposition to engage in sexual acts

208 Use or possession of obscene and/or pornographic materials

209 Use of racial slurs and/or derogatory statements

210 *Stealing, larceny, petty theft - the intentional, unlawful taking or carrying away of property valued at less than $100 belonging to, or in the possession or custody of another